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ABSTRACT
2
Almost thirty years ago a vulnerability assessment of
Multics identified significant vulnerabilities, despite the
fact that Multics was more secure than other contemporary (and current) computer systems. Considerably more
important than any of the individual design and implementation flaws was the demonstration of subversion of
the protection mechanism using malicious software (e.g.,
trap doors and Trojan horses). A series of enhancements
were suggested that enabled Multics to serve in a relatively benign environment. These included addition of
“Mandatory Access Controls” and these enhancements
were greatly enabled by the fact the Multics was designed
from the start for security. However, the bottom-line conclusion was that “restructuring is essential” around a
verifiable “security kernel” before using Multics (or any
other system) in an open environment (as in today’s
Internet) with the existence of well-motivated professional
attackers employing subversion.
The lessons learned
from the vulnerability assessment are highly applicable
today as governments and industry strive (unsuccessfully)
to “secure” today’s weaker operating systems through
add-ons, “hardening”, and intrusion detection schemes.

1

INTRODUCTION

In 1974, the US Air Force published [24] the results of
a vulnerability analysis of what was then the most secure
operating system available in the industry. That analysis
of Multics examined not only the nature and significance
of the vulnerabilities identified but also the technology
and implementation prospects for effective solutions. The
results are still interesting today, because many of the
concepts of UNIX and other modern operating systems
came directly from Multics.
This paper revisits those results and relates them to the
widespread security problems that the computer industry
is suffering today. The unpleasant conclusion is that although few, if any, fundamentally new vulnerabilities are
evident today, today’s products generally do not even
include many of the Multics security techniques, let alone
the enhancement identified as “essential.”

Multics Security Compared to Now

Multics offered considerably stronger security than
most systems commercially available today. What factors
contributed to this?

2.1

Security as a Primary Original Goal

Multics had a primary goal of security from the very
beginning of its design [16, 18]. Multics was originally
conceived in 1965 as a computer utility – a large server
system on which many different users might process data.
This requirement was based on experience from developing and running the CTSS time sharing system at MIT.
The users might well have conflicting interests and therefore a need to be protected from each other – a need quite
like that faced today by a typical Application Service Provider (ASP) or Storage Service Provider (SSP). With the
growth of individual workstations and personal computers, developers concluded (incorrectly) that security
was not as important on minicomputers or single-user
computers. As the Internet grew, it became clear that
even single-user computers needed security, but those
intervening ill-founded decisions continue to haunt us
today. Today, the computer utility concept has returned
[13], but today’s operating systems are not even up to the
level of security that Multics offered in the early 1970s,
let alone the level needed for a modern computer utility.
There has been work on security for Computational Grids
[12, 21], but this work has focused almost entirely on authentication and secure communication and not on the
security of the host systems that provide the utility.

2.2

Security as Standard Product Feature

One of the results of the US Air Force’s work on Multics security was a set of security enhancements [44] that
ultimately became the primary worked example when
defining the standard for Class B2 security in the Trusted
Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) [2], better
known as the Orange Book. In the years that followed,
other similar enhancements [9, 11] were done for other
operating systems, generally targeted for the much weaker
Class B1 level, but none of these security enhanced operating systems integrated as well with applications as the
Multics enhancements had.
This was because unlike
ALL of the other security enhanced systems, the Multics
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security enhancements were made part of the standard
product, shipped to ALL users, rather than only to those
users who specifically requested them. A significant reason why security enhancements to other operating systems were not integrated into the mainstream products
was that, unlike Multics, neither the operating systems nor
the applications generally were well structured for security, making security additions awkward.
While this difference might not seem significant initially, and indeed might even seem detrimental to the
manufacturer’s revenue stream (since security enhancements could command high prices), the reality was very
different. Because the Multics security enhancements,
including mandatory access controls, were shipped to
ALL customers, this meant that the designers of applications had to make sure that their applications worked
properly with those controls. By contrast, many application developers for other systems with optional security
enhancements don’t even know that the security enhancement options exist, let alone develop applications
that work with them.

2.3

No Buffer Overflows

One of the most common types of security penetrations
today is the buffer overflow [6]. However, when you
look at the published history of Multics security problems
[20, 28-30], you find essentially no buffer overflows.
Multics generally did not suffer from buffer overflows,
both because of the choice of implementation language
and because of the use of several hardware features.
These hardware and software features did not make buffer
overflows impossible, but they did make such errors much
less likely.
2.3.1 Programming in PL/I for Better Security
Multics was one of the first operating systems to be
1
implemented in a higher level language. While the Multics developers considered the use of several languages,
including BCPL (an ancestor of C) and AED (Algol Extended for Design), they ultimately settled on PL/I [15].
Although PL/I had some influence on the development
of C, the differences in the handling of varying length
data structures between the two languages can be seen as
a major cause of buffer overflows. In C, the length of all
character strings is varying and can only be determined by
searching for a null byte. By contrast, PL/I character
strings may be either fixed length or varying length, but a
maximum length must always be specified, either at compile time or in an argument descriptor or in another variable using the REFER option. When PL/I strings are used
or copied, the maximum length specifications are honored
by the compiled code, resulting in automatic string truncation or padding, even when full string length checking is
not enabled. The net result is that a PL/I programmer
1 Burroughs’ use of ALGOL for the B5000 operating system was well
known to the original Multics designers.

would have to work very hard to program a buffer overflow error, while a C programmer has to work very hard
to avoid programming a buffer overflow error.
Multics added one additional feature in its runtime
support that could detect mismatches between calling and
called argument descriptors of separately compiled programs and raise an error.
PL/I also provides richer features for arrays and structures. While these differences are not as immediately
visible as the character string differences, an algorithm
coded in PL/I will have less need for pointers and pointer
arithmetic than the same algorithm coded in C. Again,
the compiler will do automatic truncation or padding,
even when full array bounds checking is not enabled.
While neither PL/I nor C are strongly typed languages
and security errors are possible in both languages, PL/I
programs tend to suffer significantly fewer security problems than the corresponding C programs.
2.3.2 Hardware Features for Better Security
Multics also avoided many of the current buffer overflow problems through the use of three hardware features.
First and most important, Multics used the hardware execute permission bits to ensure that data could not be directly executed. Since most buffer overflow attacks involve branching to data, denying execute permission to
data is a very effective countermeasure. Unfortunately,
many contemporary operating systems have not used the
execute permission features of the x86 segmentation architecture until quite recently [17].
Second, Multics virtual addresses are segmented, and
the layout of the ITS pointers is such that an overflow off
the end of a segment does not carry into the segment
number portion. The net result is that addressing off the
end of a segment will always result in a fault, rather than
referencing into some other segment. By contrast, other
machines that have only paging (such as the VAX,
SPARC, or MIPS processors) or that allow carries from
the page offset into the segment number (such as the IBM
System/370) do not protect as well against overflows.
With only paging, a system has to use no-access guard
pages that can catch some, but not all references off the
end of the data structure. In the case of the x86 processors, although the necessary segmentation features are
present, they are almost never used, except for operating
systems specifically designed for security, such as GEMSOS [32].
Third, stacks on the Multics processors grew in the
positive direction, rather than the negative direction.
This meant that if you actually accomplished a buffer
overflow, you would be overwriting unused stack frames,
rather than your own return pointer, making exploitation
much more difficult.

2.4

Minimizing Complexity

Multics achieved much of its security by structuring of
the system and by minimizing complexity. It is interest-
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ing to compare the size and complexity of Multics of that
time with current systems, such as the NSA’s Security
Enhanced Linux (SELinux). As documented in [41], the
ring 0 supervisor of Multics of 1973 occupied about 628K
bytes of executable code and read only data. This was
considered to be a very large system. By comparison, the
size of the SELinux module with the example policy [37]
code and read only data has been estimated [22] to be
1767K bytes. This means that just the example security
policy of SELinux is more than 2.5 times bigger than the
entire 1973 Multics kernel and that doesn’t count the size
of the Linux kernel itself. These numbers are quite inexact, but they raise a warning. Given that complexity is the
biggest single enemy of security, it is important that the
SELinux designers examine whether or not there is a
complexity problem to be addressed.

Section 3.4.6 gave a brief hint of a trap door that was
installed into the 6180 development system at MIT in the
routine hcs_$set_ring_brackets_. We verified that the
trap door was distributed by Honeywell to the 6180 processor that was installed at the Air Force Data Services
Center (AFDSC) in the basement of the Pentagon in an
area that is now part of the Metro station. Despite the hint
in section 3.4.6, the trap door was not discovered until
roughly a year after the report was published. There was
an intensive security audit going on at the General Motors
Multics site, and the trap door, which was neutered to
actually be benign, (it needed a one instruction change to
be actively malicious) gave an anomalous error return.
The finding of the trap door is described on the Multics
web site [45], although the installation of the trap door is
incorrectly attributed to The MITRE Corporation.

3

3.2

Malicious Software

One of the major themes of the Multics Security
Evaluation was to demonstrate the feasibility of malicious
software attacks. Sadly, we were all too successful, and
the predictions of the report have been very prophetic.
At that time, we hypothesized that professional penetrators would find that distribution of malicious software
would prove to be the attack of choice. In the 1970s with
the Cold War raging, our assumption was that the most
immediate professional penetrators would be foreign espionage agents and that the defense establishment would
be the target of choice, but we expected commercial penetrators to follow. Of course, malicious software (viruses,
worms, Trojan horses, etc.) is very common on the Internet today, targeting commercial and university interests as
well as the defense establishment. For example, The New
York Times has reported [36] on surreptitious add-ons to
certain peer-to-peer file sharing utilities that can also divert the revenue stream of commissions paid to affiliates
of electronic commerce web sites. While the legal status
of such add-ons is unclear, the reaction of affiliates who
have had their commissions diverted has been very negative. Anderson [8] shows some additional modern examples.

3.1

Installing Trap Doors

To demonstrate our hypothesis, we not only looked for
exploitable flaws in Multics security, but we also attempted to plant trap doors into Multics to see if they
could be found during quality assurance and whether they
would be distributed to customer sites. Section 3.4.5.2 of
the report described a trap door that was installed in the
645 processor, but was not distributed, as the 645 was
being phased out. This trap door did demonstrate a property expected of real-world trap doors – its activation was
triggered by a password or key that insured the vulnerability was not invoked by accident or discovered by quality
assurance or other testing.

Malicious Software Predictions

In addition to demonstrating the feasibility of installing
a trap door into commercial software and having the
manufacturer then distribute it to every customer in the
world, the report also hypothesized a variety of other malicious software attacks that have unfortunately all come
true. Section 3.4.5.1 proposed a variety of possible attack
points.
3.2.1 Malicious Developers
We suggested that malicious developers might create
malicious software. Since that time, we have seen many
products with either surreptitious backdoors that allow the
developer to gain access to customer machines or with socalled Easter eggs that are simply concealed pieces of
code that do humorous things when activated. As expected of malicious trapdoors, activation of most Easter
eggs is triggered by a unique key or password that is not
likely to be encountered in even extensive quality assurance testing. In most cases, the Easter eggs have NOT
been authorized by the development managers, and are
good examples of how developers can insert unauthorized
code. The primary difference between an Easter egg and
a piece of malicious software is the developer’s intent.
Fortunately for most instances, the developers are not
malicious.
3.2.2 Trap Doors During Distribution
The report predicted trap doors inserted into the distribution chain for software. Today, we frequently see bogus e-mail or downloads claiming to contain important
updates to widely used software that in fact contain Trojan horses. One very recent incident of this kind is reported in [19].
3.2.3 Boot-Sector Viruses
The report predicted trap doors during installation and
booting. Today, we have boot sector viruses that are
quite common in the wild.
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3.2.4 Compiler Trap Doors
The trap doors described in the report were patches to
the binary object files of the system. The report suggested a countermeasure to such object code trap doors by
having customers recompile the system from source, although the report also notes that this could play directly
into the hands of the penetrator who has made changes in
the source code. In fact, the AFDSC Multics contract
specifically required that Honeywell deliver source code
to the Pentagon to permit such recompilations. However,
the report pointed out the possibility that a trap door in the
PL/I compiler could install trap doors into the Multics
operating system when modules were compiled and could
maintain its own existence by recognizing when the PL/I
compiler was compiling itself. This recognition was the
basis several years later for the TCSEC Class A1 requirement for generation of new versions from source
using a compiler maintained under strict configuration
control. A recent story on CNET news [14] reports that
the Chinese government has similar concerns about
planted trap doors.
This suggestion proved an inspiration to Ken Thompson who actually implemented the self-inserting compiler
trap door into an early version of UNIX. Thompson described his trap door in his 1984 Turing Award paper
[40], and attributed the idea to an “unknown Air Force
document,” and he asked for a better citation. The document in question is in fact the Multics Security Evaluation
report, and we gave a new copy of the report to Thompson after his paper was published. Thompson has corrected his citation in a reprint of the paper [39].

3.3

Auditing and Intrusion Detection

Multics had some limited auditing capabilities (basically recording date time modified (DTM) on files) at the
time of the original vulnerability analysis, although a
great deal more auditing was added as part of the Multics
Security Enhancements project [44].
Section 3.4.4
showed how a professional attacker could bypass the auditing capabilities while installing malicious software.
This has major implications for today, because intrusion detection has become a major area of security product development. Unfortunately, many of the intrusion
detection systems (IDSs) that have been developed do not
deal well with the possibility of a professional attacker
going in and erasing the evidence before it can be reported to an administrator to take action. Most IDSs rely
on pattern recognition techniques to identify behaviors
that are indicative of an attack. However, a professional
penetrator would do as we did – debug the penetration
programs on a duplicate machine, the Rome Air Defense
Center Multics system in our case, before attacking the
desired target, the MIT site in our case. This would give
the IDS only a single isolated anomaly to detect, and the
IDS would have to respond before the professional attacker could erase the evidence as we did with the Multics
DTM data.

Most evaluations of IDS systems have focused on how
well the IDS responds to a series of pre-recorded traces.
A more relevant evaluation of an IDS system would be to
see how it responds to a well-prepared and well-funded
professional (but ethical) attacker who is prepared to erase
the auditing data and to install trap doors immediately for
later exploitation, or subvert the operating system on
which the IDS is running to selectively bypass the IDS all
together. This type of selectively triggered attack of a
limited subsystem (i.e., the IDS) through a subverted host
operating system is illustrated by the “key string trigger
trap door” in section 3.4.5.1 of the report.

4

What Happened Next?

This section discusses the immediate outcomes from
the Vulnerability Analysis.

4.1

Multics Security Enhancements

The primary outcome of the vulnerability analysis, and
indeed the reason it was done at all was the Multics security enhancements effort [44]. The Air Force had initially
approached Honeywell with a proposal for an R&D effort
to improve Multics security for the Air Force Data Services Center, but Honeywell initially declined on the basis
that Multics was already sufficiently secure. The vulnerability analysis was conducted to provide evidence of the
need for significant enhancements. This security enhanced version of Multics ultimately achieved a Class B2
evaluation from the National Computer Security Center in
1985 [3].

4.2

Publicity

The results of the vulnerability received a certain level
of press publicity. Fortune magazine published [7] an
interview with Steve Lipner of the MITRE Corporation
that was a bit sensationalized. It focused on the illegal
operator’s console message described in section 3.3.4.3.
That message quoted from a Honeywell press release that
appeared in an internal Honeywell newsletter and a Phoe2
nix, AZ newspaper article that incorrectly stated that the
Air Force had found some security problems in Multics,
but they were all fixed and that the Air Force now “certified” Multics security. Not only was the Honeywell press
release inaccurate, but it had not been cleared for public
release, as required in the Multics security enhancements
contract. While the Fortune article was a bit sensational,
the story was then retold in a text book [26] in a version
that was barely recognizable to us.
A much better description of the work was done by
Whiteside[43], based on his earlier articles for The New
Yorker. Whiteside interviewed both Schell and Lipner
and did a much more accurate account of the effort.

2 The authors have been unable to find copies of these articles and
would appreciate any information on how to locate them.
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4.3

Multics Kernel Design Project

As the report suggested in section 4.2.2, a project was
started to build a security kernel version of Multics, one
intended to ultimately meet what was later defined as the
requirements of a Class A1 evaluation of the Orange
Book [2]. This effort was conducted jointly by Honeywell, MIT, the MITRE Corporation, and the Air Force
with results published in: [10, 33-35, 38].

4.4

Direction to Stop Work

In August 1976, Air Force Systems Command directed
termination of the Air Force’s computer security work,
including the Multics Kernel Design Project, despite the
fact that the work was quite successful up to that point,
had widespread support from user agencies in the Army,
the Navy, and the Air Force, and had been by DoD standards, quite inexpensive. The adverse impact of that termination on the DoD is described in [31]. Another view
of those events can be seen in [23, pp. II-74 – II-75] and
in the GAO report on the termination [4].

5

Dispelling Mythology

The Multics vulnerability analysis got enough publicity that a certain amount of mythology developed about
what happened. We hope this section can dispel at least
some of that mythology.
One story that circulated was that the penetrations
were only possible, because the authors had special privileged access to Multics. While both authors had been
members of the MIT Multics development team (Roger
Schell as a Ph.D. student and Paul Karger as an undergraduate), both had left the Multics team months before
the vulnerability analysis was even considered. No privileged accounts on either of those systems were used in the
analysis. (Privileged accounts were used on RADCMultics and at the Air Force Data Services Center, but
those were only to show that a penetrator could take advantage of a duplicate system to debug penetrations ahead
of time and to verify the distribution of the trap door.)
The Air Force purchased computer time on the MITMultics system and on Honeywell’s Multics system in
Phoenix, AZ, but both systems routinely sold computer
time. Multics source code was readable by any user on
the MIT site, much as source code for open source systems is generally available today.
The entire vulnerability analysis was carried out with a
ground rule of not causing any real harm to any of the
systems under attack. All the documentation and listings
of exploit programs was kept in a safe approved for storing TOP SECRET information (although that particular
safe actually had no classified material in it). Decrypted
password files were also stored in the safe, to ensure that
no user accounts would be compromised. Exploit programs were protected with very restrictive access control
lists and kept encrypted at all times, except when actually
in use. The applicable contracts specified that the pur-

chased computer time at MIT and Phoenix would be used
for security testing and evaluation purposes, so there was
no question of the legality of the analysis. Finally, publication of [24] was delayed until after all of the penetrations described were repaired.
For several years after the completion of the vulnerability analysis, the authors were periodically contacted
when unexplained system crashes occurred on the MIT
site, just in case they had been caused by a remaining hidden trap door. However, as part of the basic policy of the
analysis to cause no real harm, no trap doors were left
behind after the conclusion of the vulnerability analysis.

6

Security has gotten worse, not better

Today, government and commercial interest in achieving processing and connectivity encompassing disparate
security interests is driving efforts to provide security
enhancements to contemporary operating systems [27].
These efforts include the addition of mandatory access
controls and “hardening” (i.e., the removal of unnecessary
services.) Such enhancements result in systems less secure than Multics, and Multics, with its security enhancements, was only deemed suitable for processing in a
relatively benign “closed” environment [5]. It was concluded that operation of Multics in an “open” environment would require restructuring around a verifiable security kernel to address the threat of professional attacks
using malicious software (e.g., trap doors).

6.1

Weak Solutions in Open Environments

Given the understanding of system vulnerabilities that
existed nearly thirty years ago, today’s “security enhanced” or “trusted” systems would not be considered
suitable for processing even in the benign closed environment. Also, considering the extent of network interconnectivity and the amount of commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) and other software without pedigree (e.g., libraries mined from the Web), today’s military and commercial environments would be considered very much
“open”. To make matters worse, everyone is now expected to be a system administrator of their own desktop
system, but without any training!
Furthermore, quality assurance testing and subjecting
systems to authorized (ethical) hackers are among the
most common approaches for concluding that the security
of such systems is adequate. There have even been apparently serious proposals [1] for something as important
as voting to use student hackers “to test computerized
voting systems”. Yet it is evident on the face of it that
such approaches are utterly useless for detecting the vulnerability most attractive to a professional – malicious
software triggered by a unique key or password unknown
3
to those making this assessment.
3 Note that this does not mean that penetration testing or ethical hacking
has no use. One of the authors currently works in IBM’s Global Security Analysis Laboratory, an ethical hacking organization. Penetration
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Thus, systems that are weaker than Multics are considered for use in environments in excess of what even Multics could deliver without restructuring around a security
kernel. There really seem to be only four possible conclusions from this: either (1) today’s systems are really
much more secure than we claim; (2) today’s potential
attackers are much less capable or motivated; (3) the information being processed is much less valuable; or (4)
people are unwilling or unable to recognize the compelling need to employ much better technical solutions.

commentary. Tom was the system administrator and a
designer of Multics, so we also thank him (nearly 30 years
later) for understanding that our work was to make Multics more secure, even if its presentation was considered
overly dramatic at times.

6.2

2. Department of Defense Trusted Computer System Evaluation
Criteria, DOD 5200.28-STD, December 1985: Washington, DC.
URL: http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/history/dod85.pdf

Technical Solutions

Though Multics was never restructured around a security kernel as recommended, the technical ability to structure a full featured commercial operating system around a
kernel designed to meet Class A1 while maintaining good
operating system and application compatibility was demonstrated for the VAX [25]. Successful fielding on the
open Internet of a highly secure system using the popular
x86 processor with the commercial NSA-certified Class
A1 GEMSOS [32] security kernel for VPN security management has also been demonstrated [42].
In the nearly thirty years since the report, it has been
demonstrated that the technology direction that was
speculative at the time can actually be implemented and
provides an effective solution to the problem of malicious
software employed by well-motivated professionals. Unfortunately, the mainstream products of major vendors
largely ignore these demonstrated technologies. In their
defense most of the vendors would claim that the marketplace is not prepared to pay for a high assurance of security. And customers have said they have never been offered mainstream commercial products that give them
such a choice, so they are left with several ineffective
solutions collected under marketing titles like “defense in
depth”.
In our opinion this is an unstable state of affairs. It is
unthinkable that another thirty years will go by without
one of two occurrences: either there will be horrific cyber
disasters that will deprive society of much of the value
computers can provide, or the available technology will
be delivered, and hopefully enhanced, in products that
provide effective security. We hope it will be the latter.

7
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